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Linear response functions are implemented for a vibrational configuration interaction state allowing
accurate analytical calculations of pure vibrational contributions to dynamical polarizabilities.
Sample calculations are presented for the pure vibrational contributions to the polarizabilities of
water and formaldehyde. We discuss the convergence of the results with respect to various details
of the vibrational wave function description as well as the potential and property surfaces. We also
analyze the frequency dependence of the linear response function and the effect of accounting
phenomenologically for the finite lifetime of the excited vibrational states. Finally, we compare the
analytical response approach to a sum-over-states approach. © 2006 American Institute of Physics.
关DOI: 10.1063/1.2400226兴
I. INTRODUCTION

The computation of accurate vibrational wave functions
continues to attract much interest1–7 especially since it is now
possible to obtain very accurate anharmonic potentials from
high-level electronic structure computations. We are now in a
position where we are able to compare directly the theoretical predictions of vibrational excitation energies and the vibrational contribution to molecular properties with experiment. Of particular relevance to these two issues we have
recently developed a response theory for vibrational wave
functions.8 The formal 共second-quantized兲6 equations of this
vibrational response theory closely mirror those of electronic
response theory.9–12 The response machinery can be applied
to any explicit vibrational wave function, and we have previously shown this for vibrational self-consistent-field
共VSCF兲 wave functions.8 In this paper we extend this into
the correlated vibrational realm with the computation of linear response functions for vibrational configuration interaction 共VCI兲 wave functions.
Response theory provides an attractive route to the computation of frequency-dependent molecular properties. Such
molecular properties may have contributions from both electronic and vibrational degrees of freedom. These contributions can be separated by invoking the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation and an additional approximation based on the
large difference in typical size between electronic and vibrational energies 共for a nonrotating and nontranslating molecule兲. Such separations have a long history and have seen
widespread use.13–16 The result can be denoted as the
clamped nuclei approximation and the response to the external fields is treated sequentially rather than simultaneously
a兲
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with respect to electronic and vibrational contributions. In
this way the polarizability can be separated into an electronic
contribution averaged over vibrational motion and a pure
vibrational contribution. In this regard vibrational response
theory provides us with a means to compute the so-called
pure vibrational 共PV兲 contributions, which involve the electronic response functions as operators in the vibrational
space. Technically this means that in addition to multidimensional electronic potential energy surfaces, we also require
multidimensional electronic property surfaces. Thus, the
computation of vibrational response functions becomes a formidable task.
Some applications usually ignore the pure vibrational
contribution, for example Raman scattering at optical frequencies, based on the assumption that the PV contribution is
neglible at optical frequencies. However, the PV contribution
may be important for static properties, and may also be significant for an accurate description of frequency-dependent
processes, e.g., the hyperpolarizabilities. Indeed, a number of
research groups have recently focused on the evaluation of
vibrational 共hyper兲polarizabilities.17–24
Pure vibrational contributions to molecular properties
have most often been calculated building on a harmonic oscillator description. Among the most popular approaches for
going beyond the harmonic approximation is the use of a
perturbation theoretical treatment of anharmonicity. For example, the approaches developed by Bishop and Kirtman for
polarizabilities and hyperpolarizabilities are now in widespread use.15,16,25 An alternative procedure based on field induced nuclear relaxation geometry optimizations can be used
to calculate static or infinite frequency vibrational
共hyper兲polarizabilities.26–29 Variational methods have been
more limited in use, and primarily restricted to calculation of
zero-point vibrational averages, see for example Ref. 30 and
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references therein. Finite field variational approaches have
also been suggested and applied to the calculation of total
static 共hyper兲polarizabilities.31
In this paper we implement analytical response theoretical methods for vibrational configuration interaction 共VCI兲
methods. VCI has a long history and has been applied in
many studies of vibrational energies, in particular, see Refs.
32–36 and references therein.
In Sec. II we describe the background theory before we
in Sec. III describe the particular details of our implementation. Computational details are described in Sec. IV. We
present sample calculations for water and formaldehyde in
Sec. V, and finally we conclude with a summary and outlook
in Sec. VI.

of the dipole moment兲 in the absence of Vt where the unperturbed wave function is denoted as 兩⌿o典. The expansion coefficient 具具X , Y典典y is the linear response function controlling
the linear response of the expectation value 具⌿̄o兩X兩⌿̄o典 to the
perturbation Y with associated frequency y. In higher orders
in the field strength nonlinear response functions enter the
expansion in Eq. 共4兲.
The linear and nonlinear response functions can be used
for the calculation of a vast number of molecular properties.
The ground-state frequency-dependent polarizability can be
obtained from the negative of the linear response function by
substituting components of the dipole moment operator 共i兲
for X and Y 共␣ij共兲 = −具具i ,  j典典兲. For exact states, the linear
response function for a reference state 兩⌿o典 can be written in
terms of the unperturbed eigenstates 兵兩⌿o典 , 兩⌿k典其 of Ho as

II. THEORY
A. General aspects

In this section we shall first summarize some general
aspects of response theory to define our notation and relevant
quantities. More detailed accounts of our response formalism
are provided in Ref. 11 concerning general parametrizations
in an electronic structure theory context and in Ref. 8 for
vibrational response functions.
Consider an isolated molecular system described by a
time-dependent Hamiltonian H
共1兲

H = Ho + Vt .

Ho is the unperturbed Hamiltonian and Vt is a timedependent perturbation operator of the form
Vt = 兺 ⑀y共y兲Y exp共− iyt兲,

共2兲

y

where y is a frequency, Y is a perturbation operator 共e.g., a
component of the electric dipole operator兲, and ⑀y is a
strength parameter at our disposal. The time evolution of the
system is governed by the time dependent Schrödinger equation


H兩⌿̄o共t兲典 = i 兩⌿̄o共t兲典.
t

共3兲

The time-dependent expectation value 具⌿̄o共t兲兩X兩⌿̄o共t兲典 of a
Hermitian operator X can be expanded in orders of the perturbation Vt,
具⌿̄o共t兲兩X兩⌿̄o共t兲典 = 具⌿o兩X兩⌿o典
+ 兺 ⑀y共y兲具具X,Y典典y exp共− iyt兲 + ¯ .
y

共4兲
Here, 具⌿o兩X兩⌿o典 is the expectation value 共e.g., a component

具具X,Y典典y = PXY 兺
k

具⌿o兩X兩⌿k典具⌿k兩Y兩⌿o典
.
 y − k

共5兲

The operator PXY generates the two permutations of the operators and related frequencies 共X , x兲 , 共Y , y兲 where x =
−y. In Eq. 共5兲 k = Ek − Eo, where Eo is the reference state
energy and Ek is the eigenenergy of state ⌿k. The linear
response function has poles at y = ±  f , where  f is the energy for the transition from the reference state to the fth state
关one specific state in the sum of Eq. 共5兲兴. The residues of the
linear response functions can be used to obtain probabilities
for transitions between the reference state and the other
eigenstates. Transition properties between two states different from the reference state require the consideration of the
second residue of the quadratic response function, while twophoton absorption can be described through the first residue
of this response function.

B. Separation of electronic and vibrational motions
in response functions

We now consider the case where the state space considered is the space for both electronic and vibrational nuclear
motions. Following the Born-Oppenheimer approximation
the wave function is written as a product of an electronic
wave function denoted by large letter bra-kets 兩K典 and an
accompanying vibrational wave function denoted 兩kK典. The
electronic wave function and energies depend on the nuclear
coordinates creating a dependency of electronic energies and
properties on the coordinates for the internal motion. We
shall in this paper not consider rotational motion explicitly.
Denoting the energy difference between the 共K , kK兲 state
and the 共O , oO兲 state by kK and the pure electronic energy
difference as K we obtain
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再兺
冓 冟兺

具具X,Y典典y = PXY
+

K,kK⫽O,oO

oO

K⫽O

具oO円具O兩X兩K典円kK典具kK円具K兩Y兩O典円oO典
 y −  kK

冟 冔冎

具O兩X兩K典具K兩Y兩O典
oO
 y − K

冎 再兺
⯝ PXY

kO⫽oO

具oO円具O兩X兩O典円kO典具kO円具O兩Y兩O典円oO典
 y −  kO

= 具具具O兩X兩O典,具O兩Y兩O典典典v + 具oO兩具具X,Y典典e 兩oO典 = 具具X,Y典典v + 具具X,Y典典e+va .

This is a standard derivation found in many works and
textbooks.13–15,37 In Eq. 共6兲 it is assumed that the vibrational
energy differences are small compared to the electronic energy differences. This allows the use of closure over the vibrational states in the excited electronic state K. With the
above assumptions the linear response function becomes a
sum of two terms. The first term is a “pure vibrational” contribution, depending only on the vibrational states of the
ground electronic state. The operators in the vibrational
space are the electronic expectation values 具O兩X兩O典 and
具O兩Y兩O典 that are functions of the nuclear coordinates. The
second term is the vibrational average value of the electronic
property over the vibrational wave function of the ground
electronic state.
In a recent paper we have described how to calculate
vibrational average properties using VCI wave functions, including the construction of the relevant operators.30 In the
following we now describe how to calculate the pure vibrational part.

C. Response functions for vibrational configuration
interaction wave functions

To describe anharmonic vibrational wave functions we
use in this paper vibrational configuration interaction 共VCI兲
based on a VSCF reference state. Thus we consider a system
with M degrees of freedom, denoted modes 共i.e., 3N-6 or
3N-5 for linear molecules, where N is the number of atoms
of the molecules兲. For each mode we have a set of one-mode
functions denoted modals.34 The VSCF reference state is
based on a direct product ansatz for the wave function in
terms of one modal for each mode. Applying the variational
principle to the VSCF ansatz provides working equations for
obtaining the optimal one-mode functions. The VSCF accounts for anharmonicities between different modes in an
average sense similar in spirit to the mean-field description
of electronic interactions in self-consistent-field electronic
wave function theory.
To provide a more accurate treatment of anharmonicity
including vibrational dynamical correlation we employ a
VCI approach. The correlations between the different modes
beyond an average field description ignored in VSCF are
included by taking into account in VCI excitation from occupied VSCF modals into “virtual” modals—unoccupied
levels in the VSCF.
The full space of the VSCF state and its orthogonal
complement of M-mode states may be written as 兵兩⌽典 , 兩⌽k典其
where 兩⌽k典 denotes M-mode states obtained from the VSCF

y

y

y

y

共6兲

reference state by exciting from occupied to unoccupied
modals. The VCI wave function can be written as a linear
expansion in this space
兩⌿典 = C兩⌽典 + 兺 Ck兩⌽k典.

共7兲

k

Standard normalization to unit norm requires 1 = 兩C兩2
+ 兺k兩Ck兩2. Including the full sum over all excitations the full
VCI 共FVCI兲 wave function is recovered. Computationally
cheaper VCI treatments include only a part of the full excitation space, for example, restricting the VCI expansion to
excitations less or equal than a certain maximum excitation
level n, and such VCI wave functions are denoted VCI关3兴.
The C parameters can be determined from the Schrödinger
equation by projection or by variational criteria giving standard configuration interaction eigenvalue equations.
For the sake of deriving response functions in a manner
coherent with the previous work on derivation of response
functions for vibrational wave functions we write the VCI
wave function in an exponential time-dependent parametrization as
兩⌿̄共t兲典 = exp共− iP共t兲兲exp共⌳共t兲兲兩⌿典,

共8兲

where 兩⌿典 is a VCI reference state, and the general phase
P共t兲 is a real function of time. The ⌳ operator carries out the
transformation and is given as
⌳共t兲 = 兺 共 j共t兲Q†j − *j 共t兲Q j兲

共9兲

j

in terms of time-dependent parameters 共t兲 and the VCI
state-transfer operators
Q†j = 兩⌿ j典具⌿兩,

共10兲

Q j = 兩⌿典具⌿ j兩.

共11兲

Here the set of states 兩⌿ j典 is an orthogonal complement to
the reference VCI state 兩⌿典. Note that in this parametrization
the VSCF modals of the VCI reference state modals are not
allowed to relax to the perturbation. The pros and cons of
such unrelaxed response approaches are discussed in Ref. 11.
With this form for the wave function the derivation of
vibrational response functions falls under the general derivations in Ref. 8. We report here the general expressions obtained and equations specialized for VCI using the VCI statetransfer operators above.
The linear response function is
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具具X,Y典典y = XY 共y兲 = 兺 Xi Yi 共y兲

共12兲

±i

with the accompanying first order response equation
兵E关2兴 − yS关2兴其Y 共y兲 = gY .

共13兲

The E关2兴 and S关2兴 matrices can be written as
E关2兴 =

S关2兴 =

冋
冋

册冋 册
册冋 册

A B
A 0
,
*
* =
B A
0 A

共14兲

⌺
⌬
1 0
=
,
− ⌬* − ⌺*
0 −1

共15兲

关2兴
关2兴
关2兴
关2兴
where Aij = E−ij
, Bij = E−i−j
, ⌺ij = S−ij
, and ⌬ij = S−i−j
with the
10,11,38
special ordering that has become standard.
The right
index j is ordered with excitation before deexcitation,
共j ⬎ 0 before j ⬍ 0兲 and the left index i is ordered with deexcitation before excitation 共i ⬍ 0 before i ⬎ 0兲. The first part
of the above equations are the general equations for an exponentially parametrized state, and the last equality holds for
a VCI state 共assumed to be real兲. For VCI the excitation and
deexcitation spaces decouple, since the ⌬ and B matrices
become identically zero. In addition, the equations are simplified by the ⌺ matrix becoming unity. The only nontrivial
matrix elements required in VCI linear response are therefore

Aij = 具⌿兩关Qi,关Ho,Q†j 兴兴兩⌿典 = 具⌿i兩Ho兩⌿ j典 − ␦ij具⌿兩Ho兩⌿典,
共16兲

Y =

gY =

冉 冊冉
冉 冊冉

冊冉
冊冉

冊
冊

共17兲

Y
具⌿兩关Y,Qi兴兩⌿典
− 具⌿i兩Y兩⌿典
−i
=
=
.
†
Y
具⌿兩Y兩⌿i典
具⌿兩关Y,Qi 兴兩⌿典
i

共18兲

The position of the poles of the VCI linear response
function determines the VCI response excitation energies,
which in turn are obtained from the generalized eigenvalue
equation
共19兲

Here ⍀ is a diagonal matrix with the excitation energies on
the diagonal, ⍀ii = i, ⍀−i−i = −i. For a particular final state f
the transition moments are found from the residues of the
response functions as
TYfo = 兺 Uif Yi .

共20兲

±i

Since the excitation and deexcitation spaces decouple for
VCI the linear response equations can be limited to solving
only in the excitation space. Thus, the linear equations to be
solved can be limited to the following equations in half dimension:
Y
兵Aij − y␦ij其Yj 共y兲 = −i
,
兺
j⬎0

where U and ⍀ are now only in the half dimension of the
previous response equations. Note that this dimensionality
corresponds to the number of free parameters of a normal
VCI wave function optimization for a real state.
For VCI we see from Eq. 共16兲 that diagonalizing the VCI
A matrix is equivalent to the standard approach of finding
excited states by diagonalizing the VCI Hamiltonian matrix.
In this context we shall, however, implement the VCI response variant as described in the next section.
III. IMPLEMENTATION

Our implementation is based on the direct VCI implementation described in Ref. 7. The concept of direct CI,
which is in widespread use in electronic structure theory,39,40
refers to the fact that the full Hamiltonian matrix is never
calculated and stored explicitly. Instead the VCI eigenvalue
equations are solved iteratively performing linear transformations with trial vectors using a Davidson update41 for generating new trial vectors. The linear equation systems can be
solved using similar direct techniques. This means that we
use such iterative methods for solving Eqs. 共21兲 and 共22兲.
For calculating the required vectors and matrix transformations we have at our disposal routines for calculating vectors
of the following type:

k = 兺 具⌽k兩Ho兩⌽l典Cl .

共23兲

l

具⌿兩Y兩⌿i典
Yi
具⌿兩关Y,Q†i 兴兩⌿典
=
=
,
Y
− 具⌿i兩Y兩⌿典
具⌿兩关Y,Qi兴兩⌿典
−i

E关2兴U = S关2兴U⍀.

共22兲

AU = U⍀,

共21兲

for ±y. Here also i ⬎ 0. The response eigenvalue equations
become similarly a matter of finding the eigenvalues of the A
matrix

This scheme is general such that other operators than the
Hamiltonian can be introduced in the transformation if they
are of the same form.
We have implemented Hamiltonians and other operators
of the “sum-over-products” form
Nt

M

t=1

m=1

Ho = 兺 ct 兿 hm
t ,

共24兲

where Nt denotes the number of terms and hm
t denotes the
one-mode operator working in space of mode m relevant for
the term t. Polynomial expansions of the potential operator in
normal coordinates are a special case of these formulas.
Equivalent formulas can also be used to express the electronic expectation values of operators 共e.g., electric dipole
operators兲 in normal modes. The calculation of the operators
is not the topic of this paper, but it should be clear that
efficient interfacing of the presented theory to modern electronic structure programs is possible. For example, we have
recently reported an automized calculation of potential and
other operators in this form through the numerical calculation of geometrical derivatives of the electronic energies and
electronic properties.30 Both potentials and property operators are read from files and can therefore be provided by
other means. Further details of the operator handling are described in other papers.7,42
It should be noted that the above discussed direct methods refer to constructing the transformation in the basis of
the VSCF reference ket and states defined by excitation out
of this state. We denote this as the primitive basis. However,
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the VCI response theory expressions of the previous section
refer to the VCI reference state and the orthogonal complement to the VCI state. We choose to call this the orthogonal
complement basis. We now describe how we can obtain vectors and transformations in the orthogonal complement from
similar vectors and transformations in the primitive basis.
Assuming the VCI reference state is written as in Eq. 共7兲
共with real positive coefficients for the VSCF reference
state—a more general phase can be handled by the phase
factor prefactor兲 the orthogonal complement space can be
constructed using9,40
兩⌿k典 = 兩⌽k典 −

C*k
共兩⌽典 + 兩⌿典兲,
1+C

共25兲

as can easily be checked. The orthogonal complement states
are normalized and orthogonal to both the reference VCI
state, 兩⌿典, and to each other. The states 兩⌽k典 are the states
obtained by the primitive modal excitations out of the VSCF
state.
Vectors in the orthogonal complement basis can be transformed to the primitive basis, and the relevant matrix elements and transformations carried out before transforming
the resulting vector from the primitive basis back to the orthogonal complement basis. Thus, an arbitrary state can be
written in either basis
oc
prim
prim
兩b典 = boc
o 兩⌿典 + 兺 bk 兩⌿k典 = bo 兩⌽典 + 兺 bk 兩⌽k典
k

共26兲

k

and the coefficients of the two bases are related through
bprim =

=

boc =

=

冉 冊
bprim
o

bprim
k

冢

兺 C*k bock

boc
o C−
oc
boc
o Ck + bk −

冋

k⬎0

C*l boc
兺
l /共1 + C兲
l⬎0

冉 冊

册 冣

boc
0
boc
k

冢

Cbprim
+
0
bprim
− Ckbprim
−
0
k

冋

,

Ck

兺 C*k bprim
k

k⬎0

/共1 + C兲
兺 C*l bprim
l
l⬎0

册 冣
Ck

共27兲

and analytical response approaches at different levels, and
may be a useful way to introduce finite vibrational lifetimes
via phenomenological damping factors.
IV. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The method described in the previous sections has been
applied to the calculation of pure vibrational contributions to
the polarizabilities of water and formaldehyde. The isotropic
frequency-dependent linear polarizability is defined by ¯␣
= 31 共␣xx + ␣yy + ␣zz兲. The potential and property surfaces from
CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ or CCSD共T兲/aug-cc-pVTZ calculations
reported in Ref. 30 are used. Reference 30 also discusses the
calculation of zero-point vibrational contributions to these
properties.
The vibrational structure calculations have been performed using either VSCF or VCI linear response function
methods. Harmonic oscillator 共HO兲 one-mode basis sets
were used where the harmonic oscillator exponents in each
case were chosen in accordance with the harmonic part of the
given potential. The size of the basis is characterized by the
HO quantum number. From the primitive HO basis the
VSCF calculation provides a set of modals to be used in the
VCI calculations.
In addition to the calculations of the PV polarizability
we also consider the total polarizability, i.e., the sum of the
pure electronic polarizability, the zero-point vibrational average 共ZPVA兲 correction, and the PV polarizability. The ZPVA
polarizabilities have been taken from Ref. 30 and are based
on CCSD/d-aug-cc-pVTZ 共water兲 and CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ
共formaldehyde兲 electronic response functions.
The equilibrium structures of either water or formaldehyde were placed in the yz plane. The z axis was chosen as
the C2 axis and the molecules were placed with the center of
mass in the origin, with the hydrogens confined to positive z
values.
V. SAMPLE CALCULATIONS

. 共28兲

In this way vectors can be transformed back and forth from
the primitive basis to the orthogonal complement basis 共in
our case boc
o = 0兲 with comparatively low cost involving essentially only a few vector dot products and scalar times
vector operations.
The above formalism is implemented in the MIDASCPP
program.43 Also a sum-over-states 共SOS兲 approach is implemented where the VCI linear response 共LR兲 excitation energies and transition properties are calculated and the results
are summed up to provide a SOS result for the response
function 关direct evaluation of Eq. 共5兲兴. The LR and SOS
results must be identical when all the states are included in
the SOS formulas. While such an approach will be less efficient it may still be interesting to compare the result of SOS

In the following we present an analysis of the linear
response based pure vibrational polarizability of water and
formaldehyde in terms of the size of the one-mode basis set,
mode-mode correlation level, truncation of the potential and
property surfaces, and frequency dependence. Following this
analysis we consider the sum-over-states formulation of pure
vibrational polarizabilities and compare our results with
other methods of calculations.
A. Analyses of the linear response pure vibrational
polarizabilities
1. One-mode basis analysis

In Table I we report the pure vibrational contribution to
the static polarizability for water and formaldehyde for a
number of different one-mode basis sets of different sizes at
the VCI关3兴 level 共FVCI for water兲. The potential and property surfaces have been obtained using CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ.
We have in all VCI calculations included all VSCF modals.
For both water and formaldehyde we observe a fairly fast
convergence with respect to the size of the basis set, e.g.,
using only six HO basis functions leads to converged results
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TABLE I. The static PV polarizability for water 共V3M4T/P3M4T兲 and formaldehyde 共V4M4T/P4M4T兲 calculated using VCI关3兴 and different numbers of one-mode basis functions per mode, Nm. The potential and property
surfaces have been obtained using CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ. The results are in a.u.
Water

Formaldehyde

Nm

␣yy

␣zz

¯␣

␣xx

␣yy

␣zz

¯␣

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

0.1017
0.1033
0.1047
0.1047
0.1047
0.1047
0.1047

0.7460
0.7815
0.7897
0.7914
0.7917
0.7918
0.7918

0.2826
0.2949
0.2981
0.2987
0.2988
0.2988
0.2988

0.1366
0.1410
0.1419
0.1419
0.1419
0.1419
0.1419

0.4973
0.5277
0.5369
0.5377
0.5378
0.5378
0.5378

0.9623
1.0356
1.0493
1.0547
1.0553
1.0554
1.0554

0.5321
0.5681
0.5760
0.5781
0.5783
0.5784
0.5784

for the polarizabilities 共with differences with respect to eight
HO basis functions results smaller than 0.0002 a.u.兲. If not
stated differently we will in the following analyses exclusively use six HO basis functions and include all VSCF
modals in the VCI calculations.
2. Convergence with respect to VCI excitation level

In Table II we report the pure vibrational contribution to
the static polarizability of water and formaldehyde obtained
using VSCF and VCI with maximum excitation from 1 to 6
共3 for water兲 using the converged one-mode basis of the
previous section. The potential and property surfaces have
been obtained using CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ. While for water it
is necessary to reach FVCI 共i.e., VCI关3兴 兲 in order to obtain
very accurate results, for formaldehyde the difference between VCI关3兴 and FVCI 共i.e., VCI关6兴兲 is smaller than
0.0005 a.u. for all components. Thereby, we will in the following use the VCI关3兴 mode-mode correlation level.
3. Convergence with respect to details
of the potential and property surface

In Table III we report the pure vibrational contribution to
the static polarizability for water obtained using FVCI and
six HO basis functions for different potential and property
surfaces. For the details of the property and potential surfaces we use the notation introduced in Ref. 30. We first
discuss the convergence of the results with respect to the
property surface given by a three-mode fourth order Taylor

共V关3M4T兴兲 expansion for the potential. Here we observe that
the results obtained at the P关1M2T兴 level 共or even at
P关1M1T兴兲 seem to be very close to the most accurate predictions 共P关3M4T兴兲. However, this is somewhat fortuitous since
including higher order terms in the 1M potential surfaces
affects the ␣zz component and actually leads to less accurate
results than obtained by the P关1M1T兴 potential. Thus, for
water the PV polarizability is found to be essentially converged at the P关2M3T兴 level. Concerning the variation in the
potential we observe that almost converged results may be
obtained at the V关2M4T兴 level. Finite field MP2/Pol FVCI
calculations performed by Torrent-Sucarrat et al.31 showed
that the inclusion of fifth and sixth order terms in the Taylor
expansion for the potential 共V关3M6T兴兲 causes a decrease of
2% to the total vibrational polarizability 共PV+ ZPVA兲. Thus,
we expect that our error due to the exclusion of such fifth
and sixth order terms has a similar effect. In summary we
find that the potential/property combination V关2M4T兴/
P关2M3T兴 共or P关2M4T兴兲 gives very accurate results. However, acceptable results may be obtained using lower order
property surfaces such as P关2M2T兴 or even P关1M2T兴.
In addition to the results obtained using CCSD/aug-ccpVTZ potential and property surfaces we have also included
V关3M4T兴/P关3M4T兴 results based on CCSD共T兲/aug-cc-pVTZ
potential and property surfaces. We here observe that the
effects of triples excitations in the electronic structure calculations are to lower the PV polarizabilities. For the isotropic
polarizability this lowering amounts to ⬃1.3%.
The results of the variational calculations in Table III

TABLE II. The static PV polarizability for water 共V3M4T/P3M4T兲 and formaldehyde 共V4M4T/P4M4T兲 calculated using VSCF, truncated VCI, and FVCI. The number of one-mode basis functions is six for water and
formaldehyde. The potential and property surfaces have been obtained using CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ. The results
are in a.u.
Water

VSCF
VCI关1兴
VCI关2兴
VCI关3兴
VCI关4兴
VCI关5兴
VCI关6兴

Formaldehyde

␣yy

␣zz

¯␣

␣xx

␣yy

␣zz

¯␣

0.1007
0.1007
0.1046
0.1047
¯
¯
¯

0.7815
0.7792
0.7821
0.7917
¯
¯
¯

0.2940
0.2933
0.2956
0.2988
¯
¯
¯

0.1371
0.1371
0.1399
0.1419
0.1421
0.1422
0.1422

0.4803
0.4791
0.5307
0.5378
0.5382
0.5382
0.5382

1.0491
1.0441
1.0457
1.0553
1.0554
1.0555
1.0555

0.5555
0.5534
0.5721
0.5783
0.5786
0.5786
0.5786
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TABLE III. The static FVCI PV polarizability for water calculated using
different mode combinations and truncations levels in the mechanical and
electrical potentials. The number of one-mode basis functions is six. Also
included are the ␣nr and ␣nr + ␣共c−ZPVA兲 results 共see text for details兲. The
results are in a.u.
Model
CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ V3M4T/P1M1T
CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ V3M4T/P1M2T
CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ V3M4T/P2M2T
CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ V3M4T/P1M3T
CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ V3M4T/P2M3T
CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ V3M4T/P3M3T
CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ V3M4T/P1M4T
CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ V3M4T/P2M4T
CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ V3M4T/P3M4T
CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ V1M4T/P3M4T
CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ V2M4T/P3M4T
CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ V2M4T/P2M4T
CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ V2M4T/P2M3T
CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ V2M4T/P2M2T
CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ V2M4T/P1M2T
CCSD共T兲/aug-cc-pVTZ V3M4T/P3M4T
CCSD共T兲/aug-cc-pVTZ ␣nr
MP2/Pol ␣nr 共Ref. 31兲
MP2/Pol ␣nr + ␣c−ZPVA共I兲 共Ref. 44兲

␣yy

␣zz

¯␣

0.109
0.109
0.104
0.109
0.105
0.105
0.109
0.105
0.105
0.010
0.104
0.105
0.105
0.104
0.109
0.097
0.096

0.789
0.792
0.780
0.804
0.792
0.792
0.804
0.792
0.792
0.749
0.793
0.793
0.794
0.782
0.793
0.787
0.721
0.698
0.764

0.299
0.300
0.295
0.304
0.299
0.299
0.304
0.299
0.299
0.253
0.299
0.299
0.300
0.295
0.301
0.295
0.272

0.094

0.286

may be compared to simpler approaches based on the perturbation theory approach of Bishop and Kirtman15,16,25 or the
alternative nuclear relaxation procedure.26–29 The simplest of
these, the so-called double-harmonic 共DH兲 approximation,25
which for ␣ is equivalent to the nuclear relaxation contribution to the polarizability 共␣nr兲,28 considers a harmonic potential and a linear 共one-mode兲 property surface. Literature values for the PV polarizability of water obtained using these
simpler approaches have also been included in Table III.
Here we find for ␣nr that the yy component compares well
with the more elaborate results, whereas the zz component is
underestimated leading to an overall underestimation of
7.8% for the isotropic polarizability. Of course, the ␣nr approximation would have a far worse performance for more
anharmonic systems.31 In addition to our results for ␣nr we
have for comparison also included the results of ␣nr obtained
by Torrent-Sucarrat et al.31 and the ␣nr + ␣c−ZPVA共I兲 results
compiled from Ref. 44 based on MP2/Pol electronic structure calculations. As seen from Table III, the MP2 ␣nr results
are in fairly good agreement with the CCSD共T兲 predictions
favoring MP2 as a cost efficient method for the evaluation of
PV polarizabilities. From the point of view of the nuclear
relaxation approach, ␣c−ZPVA共I兲 is the first anharmonic correction to ␣nr. The results presented in Table III show that, in
complete agreement with our FVCI linear response results,
when this correction is added to ␣nr the value of the zz component of the PV polarizability increases by about 9%.
Torrent-Sucarrat et al..31 also found an excellent agreement
between variational and perturbation theory water vibrational
polarizabilities, although their results were computed using
finite field nuclear relaxation techniques instead of the analytical linear response method. However, for more anhar-

TABLE IV. The static VCI关3兴 PV polarizability for formaldehyde calculated
using different mode combinations and truncations levels in the mechanical
and electrical potentials. Also included are the corresponding ␣nr results 共see
text for details兲. The number of one-mode basis functions is six. The results
are in a.u.
Model
CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ V4M4T/P1M1T
CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ V4M4T/P1M2T
CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ V4M4T/P2M2T
CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ V4M4T/P1M3T
CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ V4M4T/P2M3T
CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ V4M4T/P3M3T
CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ V4M4T/P1M4T
CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ V4M4T/P2M4T
CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ V4M4T/P3M4T
CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ V4M4T/P4M4T
CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ V1M4T/P4M4T
CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ V2M4T/P4M4T
CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ V3M4T/P4M4T
CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ V2M4T/P2M4T
CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ V2M4T/P2M3T
CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ V2M4T/P2M2T
CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ V2M4T/P1M2T
CCSD共T兲/aug-cc-pVTZ V4M4T/P4M4T
CCSD共T兲/aug-cc-pVTZ ␣nr
HF/Pol ␣nr 共Ref. 54兲
MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ ␣nr 共Ref. 55兲
MP2/Z3PolX ␣nr 共Ref. 55兲

␣xx

␣yy

␣zz

¯␣

0.142
0.142
0.147
0.140
0.142
0.142
0.140
0.142
0.142
0.142
0.131
0.142
0.142
0.142
0.142
0.147
0.142
0.131
0.126
¯
¯
¯

0.471
0.471
0.524
0.468
0.540
0.540
0.468
0.539
0.538
0.538
0.450
0.536
0.540
0.537
0.538
0.522
0.470
0.582
0.467
¯
¯
¯

1.005
1.006
1.014
1.017
1.058
1.057
1.016
1.055
1.055
1.055
1.013
1.062
1.055
1.062
1.064
1.046
1.013
1.049
0.954
¯
0.927
0.794

0.539
0.540
0.561
0.542
0.580
0.580
0.541
0.579
0.578
0.578
0.531
0.580
0.579
0.580
0.581
0.572
0.542
0.587
0.516
0.79
0.493
0.471

monic systems perturbation theory based procedures diverge
and only explicit variational wave function methods give reliable results for vibrational polarizabilities.
Table IV reports similar calculations as considered above
but for formaldehyde. We first discuss the convergence of the
results with respect to the property surface given by a fourmode fourth order Taylor 共V关4M4T兴兲 expansion for the potential. Here we observe that it is necessary to go beyond
one-mode couplings for high accuracy. Also, the order of the
Taylor expansion is important. At the P关2M3T兴 level, the
results are almost converged with respect to the P关4M4T兴
property surface 共all components within 0.003 a.u.兲. Concerning the variation in the potential we observe that almost
converged results are obtained at the V关2M4T兴 level 共all
components within 0.007 a.u.兲. These observations are similar to the case of water. In addition, the combination
V关2M4T兴/P关2M3T兴 共or P关2M4T兴兲 is seen to provide very
accurate results. Acceptable results are also obtained using
V关2M4T兴/P关2M2T兴 which is very attractive since the number
of property calculations in this approach is reduced. Although it is necessary to investigate a far larger set of molecules to generalize these results, the V关2M4T兴/P关2M2T兴
level allows a feasible computation of PV polarizabilities of
larger molecular systems.
Finally, introducing triples excitations in the electronic
structure calculations affects the PV polarizabilities, e.g., the
isotropic PV polarizability is lowered ⬃1.6% as compared to
potentials/property surfaces calculated using CCSD. This
lowering is of the same magnitude as found for water. Concerning the performance of the double-harmonic approxima-
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TABLE V. The frequency-dependent VCI关3兴 PV polarizability for water and formaldehyde calculated at selected frequencies. The number of one-mode basis functions is six and the results are based on CCSD共T兲/augcc-pVTZ level potential and property surfaces at the V3M4T/P3M4T level for water and the V4M4T/P4M4T
level for formaldehyde. The results are in a.u.

␣xx

␣yy

␣zz

¯␣

Frequency

VSCF

VCI关3兴

VSCF

VCI关3兴

VSCF

VCI关3兴

VSCF

VCI关3兴

Water

0.0000
0.0010
0.0428
0.0656
0.0856

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.093
0.094
−0.019
−0.007
−0.004

0.097
0.097
−0.023
−0.008
−0.005

0.777
0.792
−0.024
−0.010
−0.006

0.787
0.803
−0.024
−0.010
−0.006

0.290
0.295
−0.014
−0.006
−0.003

0.295
0.300
−0.016
−0.006
−0.003

Formaldehyde

0.0000
0.0010
0.0428
0.0656
0.0856

0.126
0.131
−0.002
−0.001
−0.000

0.131
0.136
−0.002
−0.001
−0.000

0.519
0.528
−0.038
−0.015
−0.009

0.582
0.591
−0.043
−0.018
−0.010

1.043
1.058
−0.052
−0.021
−0.012

1.049
1.064
−0.052
−0.021
−0.012

0.563
0.572
−0.031
−0.012
−0.007

0.587
0.597
−0.032
−0.013
−0.007

tion we find that all components of ␣nr are underestimated as
compared to the linear response function results leading to an
overall underestimation of the isotropic PV polarizability.
Table IV includes in addition to our findings also some literature values for the static ␣nr. As for water, we find that
predictions relying on MP2 electronic structure calculations
are in fairly good agreement with the results based on
CCSD共T兲. However, as is well known,45,46 Hartree-Fock is
not a reliable method to calculate PV polarizabilities. For
formaldehyde using potentials and property surfaces derived
on the basis of Hartree-Fock calculations leads to a PV isotropic polarizability which is ⬃50% higher in magnitude
than our CCSD共T兲 ␣nr predictions. Thus, inclusion of electronic correlation effects is found to be mandatory.

hyde, however, an experimental value for the isotropic polarizability has been derived on the basis of absolute dipole
photoabsorption spectra50 and found to be 18.69 a.u. In Ref.
30 we calculated the static ZPVA isotropic polarizability to
be 18.035 a.u. on the basis of FVCI using V关4M4T兴/
P关4M4T兴 CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ potential/polarizability surfaces. Adding to this number the PV contribution from this
work we find the total static polarizability to be 18.622 a.u.
in perfect agreement with the experimental result. It should,
however, be noticed that the ZPVA isotropic polarizability
does not include the effects of triples excitations which, for
water, has been found to slightly lower the electronic equilibrium component.51
B. Sum-over-states results

4. Frequency dependence of the pure vibrational
contribution

1. Convergence with respect to the number
of vibrational states

In Table V we give the PV polarizabilities of water and
formaldehyde for selected frequencies calculated using
VSCF or VCI关3兴 and in both cases six HO one-mode basis
functions. The potentials and property surfaces used are
V关3M4T兴/P关3M4T兴 for water and V关4M4T兴/P关4M4T兴 for
formaldehyde both at the CCSD共T兲/aug-cc-pVTZ level.
From Table V we observe, as expected, that the PV polarizability is significant in the static or low frequency 共IR兲 region
but tends to zero for optical frequencies.47–49 Thus, already
around a frequency equal to 0.0428 a.u. 共1064 nm兲 the PV
contribution is very small and essentially negligible. Also we
observe that the PV polarizability changes sign, e.g., for
higher frequencies this becomes negative. Obviously, the dispersion of the PV contribution is very different from the
dispersion of the ZPVA which may, to a high precision, be
represented by a polynomial expansion in the frequency.
Comparison of our theoretical results with experimental
data is hampered by the fact that the static polarizabilities are
usually derived by an extrapolation to zero frequency of experimental refractivity data. However, since the PV contribution tends to be zero in the range of optical frequencies, the
“experimental” static component will in this case not contain
any contribution from the PV polarizability. For formalde-

The VCI response functions are easily separated into
contributions from different states by construction of response functions explicitly from excited state wave functions
i.e., by evaluating the response functions in the spectral
共SOS兲 representation 关Eq. 共5兲兴. We shall now show how the
frequency-dependent vibrational polarizability converges for
water and formaldehyde. When convergence can be easily
obtained the SOS expression provides a convenient approach
to obtain vibrational frequency dispersion curves. In particular, we shall show how the effect of introducing a finite vibrational excited state lifetime via a damping factor into the
linear response function can be investigated using this approach.
In Fig. 1 we have shown the convergence of the nonzero
components of the polarizability tensor from below, with respect to the number of vibrational states included in order of
increasing energy. Convergence is relatively fast and the
frequency-dependent polarizability is fully converged with
about 20 states. Of course, the SOS converged result completely agrees with the LR results presented in previous sections. The convergence pattern is identical regardless of the
applied frequency; we see that for both  = 0 and  ⫽ 0 that
␣yy and ␣zz converge in the same manner. The level parts of
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FIG. 1. Convergence of the sum-over-states contributions to the nonzero
components of the static pure vibrational polarizability tensor for water.

the curve arise due to the fact that states are added in order of
increasing energy and some states make a zero contribution
共i.e., have zero transition moments兲 by symmetry.
In Fig. 2 we have shown the convergence for the three
nonzero components of the vibrational polarizability tensor
for formaldehyde. It can be seen that the convergence is
slightly slower for formaldehyde than for water. This is due
to the increase in vibrational degrees of freedom giving rise
to a greater number of excited states at not too high energy
contributing to the property. Similar to water the convergence at nonresonant frequencies is almost identical to the
static case.

FIG. 2. Convergence of the sum-over-states contributions to the nonzero
components of the static pure vibrational polarizability tensor for
formaldehyde.

2. Frequency dispersion

The poles in the pure vibrational frequency-dependent
polarizability occur at vibrational excitation energies. Figure
3 shows the frequency dispersion for the pure vibrational
isotropic polarizability 共¯␣兲 of water. The poles indicated occur at the fundamental vibrational frequencies, and the first
two overtones. Higher excitations, corresponding to further
overtones and combinations, are extremely sharp and are not
shown. The poles of Eq. 共5兲 formally give the excitation
energies but do not take account of the fact that excited states
have a finite lifetime. Such a concept can be introduced phenomenologically via a damping factor 共␥ for simplicity taken
to be the same for all states兲,52,53

具具X,Y典典y = 兺
k

−

具⌿o兩X兩⌿k典具⌿k兩Y兩⌿o典共y − k兲
共  y −  k兲 2 + ␥ 2

具⌿o兩X兩⌿k典具⌿k兩Y兩⌿o典共y + k兲
.
共  y +  k兲 2 + ␥ 2

共29兲

Clearly when ␥ = 0, Eq. 共29兲 reduces to Eq. 共5兲, but when
␥ ⫽ 0, the response function becomes finite even when
y = ± k. Two values of ␥ are shown in Figs. 3共b兲 and 3共c兲
across the first pole 共corresponding to the bending fundamental兲. For ␥ = 0.5 cm−1 the pole is still quite sharp and
localized, whereas for ␥ = 22 cm−1 the pole becomes more
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FIG. 3. Water: 共a兲 The isotropic pure vibrational polarizability as a function of frequency. The poles shown are for the fundamentals and first two overtones.
共b兲 The isotropic pure vibrational polarizability frequency dispersion across the first pole including a small 共0.5 cm−1兲 damping factor, causing the pole to
become finite, 共c兲 an increased damping factor causing the pole to become more delocalized and have a much smaller magnitude, and 共d兲 the high-frequency
end of the curve, which even at very high resolution shows no observable pole structure, even though it crosses many very highly excited vibrational states.

spread. Figure 3共d兲 shows the frequency dispersion at very
high frequencies across several poles representing extremely
highly excited vibrational states 共approximately states 89–
100 in FVCI兲. It is clear that at such high frequencies the
poles are essentially infinitely narrow and are not observable
on the dispersion curve. Thus, the higher frequency vibrational dispersion curve is flat when only a very small damping factor is included.
Finally, in Figs. 4 and 5 we have shown the total polarizability frequency dispersion. The total polarizability is defined as the sum of the vibrationally averaged ground-state
electronic polarizability plus the pure vibrational contribution. Techniques for obtaining the vibrationally averaged
ground-state electronic polarizability have been developed in
Ref. 30, and computed for water and formaldehyde. Here, we
compute the total polarizability as the sum of the isotropic
vibrational polarizability and the isotropic vibrationally averaged electronic polarizability obtained from the dispersion
curve from Ref. 30. For the smallest value 共␥ = 0.22 cm−1 we
still see overtone poles. Increasing 共␥ = 22 cm−1 and ␥
= 220 cm−1兲 for water clearly causes the dispersion curve to
“smooth out” and the poles due to overtone and higher excitations disappear. The same is observed for formaldehyde
共Fig. 5兲, although with a small damping there are many more
poles in the low-frequency region.

The frequency dependence found in Figs. 4 and 5 is an
almost textbooklike illustration of the frequency dependence
of the combined electronic and vibrational polarizability
showing that the pure vibrational contribution is significant
for the static case, has some dominating poles at vibrational
frequencies, but gives very small 共usually negligible兲 contributions for optical frequencies.
VI. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

We have reported the implementation of linear response
theory for a vibrational configuration interaction 共VCI兲 wave
function. It was described how the VCI response function
approach can be efficiently implemented using VCI direct
techniques. We have presented sample calculations for water
and formaldehyde investigating various aspects of the calculation of pure vibrational polarizabilities. In particular, we
have studied the convergence of the PV polarizabilities with
respect to one-mode HO basis set, VCI excitation level, and
potential and property surfaces. Furthermore, the frequency
dependence of the vibrational wave function and the convergence of sum-over-states calculations have also been investigated. VCI关3兴 using six HO basis functions and V关2M4T兴/
P关2M4T兴 surfaces was found to give very accurate PV
polarizability results for water and formaldehyde.
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FIG. 5. The total polarizability of formaldehyde as a function of frequency
with two damping factors. This is defined as the sum of the zero-point
vibrationally averaged electronic polarizability obtained from the dispersion
curve optimized in Ref. 30 关¯␣共兲 = 18.035共1 + 4.41462兲—dashed line兴 plus
the pure vibrational component. The vibrational component is clearly only
important at low frequencies, and gives rise to a significant static
component.

FIG. 4. The total polarizability of water as a function of frequency with
three damping factors. This is defined as the sum of the zero-point vibrationally averaged electronic polarizability obtained from the dispersion
curve optimized in Ref. 30 关¯␣共兲 = 9.923共1 + 3.37662兲—dashed line兴 plus
the pure vibrational component. The vibrational component is clearly only
important at low frequencies, and gives rise to a significant static
component.

For water and formaldehyde we have presented detailed
studies of the frequency dependence of the vibrational response functions illustrating the potentially rather complicated pole structure of the vibrational linear response function, but also that for optical frequencies the pure vibrational
contribution to the polarizability becomes essentially zero.
For small systems that are not highly anharmonic such as
water and formaldehyde, the convergence of the sum-overstates expansion is reasonable. The sum-over-states approach
thereby provides a possible way to investigate the frequency

dependence of the linear response function, and using this
approach we have illustrated that accounting phenomenologically for the limited lifetime of the excited states a
smoothening of the frequency dependence is obtained.
Though the sum-over-states approach was not prohibitive for
water and formaldehyde it is in general a rather slowly converging procedure with respect to the number of states included, making it inefficient compared to the analytical response approach. For example, for the total static
polarizability tensor, the necessary linear response functions
can be obtained by solving only three sets of linear equations
in addition to optimizing the ground state. In contrast the
sum-over-states approach will require the construction of
many excited states for getting close to the same accuracy.
In subsequent works we shall generalize the theory and
implementation to the calculation of higher order vibrational
response properties and other types of vibrational wave functions. We also plan to combine the analytical response formulas with the finite field approach to calculate dynamic
pure vibrational second hyperpolarizabilities. The results
also indicates that the inclusion of a phenomenological
damping due to the finite lifetime of the excited vibrational
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states might be relevant for studying frequency-dependent
vibrational properties. Such methods have already been developed for some electronic structure response methods,12
and it is probably possible to develop similar methods for
vibrational structure response methods.
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